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	Writing Secure Code for Windows Vista (Pro - Step By Step Developer), 9780735623934 (0735623937), Microsoft Press, 2007
Get the definitive guide to writing secure code and developing more-secure applications for Windows Vista--straight from the experts. Security is one of the greatest enhancements in Windows Vista, and developers will be urged to write more secure code on the platform to support a growing customer base. This reference delivers the straight scoop from the authors who wrote the immensely popular, award-winning book Writing Secure Code. Developers get first-hand insights into design decisions and practical advice for solving real-world security issues. The book covers new features, including ACLs and BitLocker, as well as enhancements to familiar concepts, such as firewalls and authentication. In addition, there are plenty of code samples in C# on the Web. Designed to complement and extend Writing Secure Code, this book is essential for developers of Windows Vista.  

 About the Authors 

Michael Howard is a senior security program manager in the Security Engineering team at Microsoft, and an architect of the security-related process improvements at the company. He is the co-author of many security books, mostly with David LeBlanc including the award-winning Writing Secure Code, 19 Deadly Sins of Software Security, and the Security Development Lifecycle. He is an editor of IEEE Security and Privacy, and the series editor of the Microsoft Press Secure Software Development series.

David LeBlanc is a senior developer in the Microsoft Office Division's Trustworthy Computing team. In addition to writing code, he helps advise Office on security issues and how to implement the SDL. He has co-authored several security books, mostly with Michael Howard. David has worked in many aspects of the security industry, ranging from anti-fraud for telephony companies, leading the development team for an award-winning network security assessment tool, penetration testing for Microsoft's network security group, and was a founding member of the Trustworthy Computing Initiative team. 
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Approximation and Online Algorithms: 7th International Workshop, WAOA 2009, CopenhagenSpringer, 2010

	The 7th Workshop on Approximation and Online Algorithms (WAOA 2009) focused on the design and analysis of algorithms for online and computationally hard problems. Both kinds of problems have a large number of applications from a variety of fields. WAOA 2009 took place in Copenhagen, Denmark, during September 10–11, 2009. The workshop...


		

Beginning Programming All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computers)For Dummies, 2008

	So you want to be a programmer? Or maybe you just want to be able to make your computer do what YOU want for a change? Maybe you enjoy the challenge of identifying a problem and solving it. If programming intrigues you for whatever reason, Beginning Programming All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies is like having a starter...


		

Interactive Theorem Proving and Program DevelopmentSpringer, 2004

	A practical introduction to the development of proofs and certified programs using Coq.


	An invaluable tool for researchers, students, and engineers interested in formal methods and the development of zero-fault software.
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Apple Training Series: AppleScript 1-2-3Peachpit Press, 2009

	This book is based on years of hands-on classes and contains many of the
	scripts developed for those sessions.


	But the task of documenting and teaching a technology such as AppleScript
	is daunting (especially while you’re employed at a busy company like Apple),
	and it could not have been accomplished without the...


		

Eclipse Rich Ajax Platform: Bringing Rich Client to the Web (FirstPress)Apress, 2008

	Eclipse Rich Ajax Platform (RAP) is an innovative toolkit for developing applications that will run as rich clients as well as web applications. Eclipse Rich Ajax Platform is the first book on the new Eclipse RAP, and it introduces the required RCP and OSG/i concepts used by Eclipse RAP.


	This firstPress title demonstrates...


		

iPod touch Made Simple, iOS 5 Edition (Made Simple Apress)Apress, 2011

	The new iOS 5-driven iPod touch devices are much more than just music. These have all the features of a PDA—including email, calendar, Google Maps, the App Store, and even phone capabilities—as well as the ability to watch movies and play your favorite games, all packed into Apple’s sleek design.
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